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ON THE HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF ONE POINT

UNION WITH A BOUQUET OF CIRCLES1

I. BERSTEIN AND E. DROR

Abstract. This note points out some properties of the higher homotopy

groups of A" V K(tr, 1) as modules over it.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to point out a certain property

of the homotopy groups of a one-point union A V S between a simply

connected space and a one-dimensional complex S.

These spaces appear naturally in various contexts. For example, it is not

hard to show that if

LœSnUSnU ■ ■ ■ US" G Sn+2

is any boundary link of codimension two then one can construct a map

t,:(5"+2\L)^S",+ 1V • ■ ' VÎ"+IVS'V- • • V Sx

such that 7) induces isomorphisms on all integral homology groups. Thus the

homology type of Sn+2\ L does not depend on the imbedding. By boundary

link one means a link whose components bound disjoint oriented submani-

folds in Sn+2.

Another example of spaces of the form A V S axe all suspensions, and it is

conjectured by Ganea that all co-//-spaces are of this type (compare [G],

[B-D], [HMR]).
Let us now state our results:

Theorem 1.1. Let Y = X y K(tr, \) where m is a torsion-free group and X is

simply connected. Then for all n > 2 the it-modules mn(Y, *) are induced i.e.

<n„(Y, *) sa A„ ®z Z[ir] as m-module for some abelian group An.

This means, roughly speaking, that the only reason trn(Y, *) may not be a

free w-module is that <nn Y is not a free Z-module. From the above we draw

the following

Corollary 1.2. Let Y = X\J S where X is simply connected and S is one

dimensional (~ wedge of circlesl). Then one has fl "_xIk,nn(Y, *) « 0 (n > 2).

Here / denotes the augmentation ideal of the group ring Z[-nxS] of the free

group 77,5. The filtration of tr„ by powers of the augmentation ideal has
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proven to be an important tool for homology theory of non-simply-connected

spaces. Corollary 2 implies that all the homotopy groups of X \/ S are

residually nilpotent.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. The main idea is to decompose irn Y into a direct

sum @LBL where L = {gx, . . . ,gk) E tt in such a way that the natural

action of tt will freely permute the 5L's among themselves. First observe that

the universal cover of X \J K(tt, 1) is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet

VgeirA'g where the action of g, E tt sends the copy Xg of X to X^g.g¡) by the

"identity" map. Intuitively, the direct summand BL of

TTnY=TTn(   V    Xg)

is the subgroup of all elements in the group of XL = \f gsLXg which "depend

essentially" on all the k components of XL (where L = {gx • • ■ gk) E tt) i.e.

which go to zero in all the non trivial projections XL -^ XL, for L' E L;

L' =£ L. Such a decomposition was essentially accomplished (in the finite

case) by Eilenberg and Mac Lane [E-M] using the notion of cross-effects, so

here we briefly recapitulate their results in our infinite context.

Lemma 2.1. Let F be a compactly generated functor from pointed spaces to

abelian groups and let S be a set. There is a natural decomposition

f(VA-a)=     2      r(x5y--\xs).
\a£S ' , \^c

(j|, . . . , iJÇS

The direct sum 2 ranges over all (unordered) finite subsets of S and F' are

functors on unordered /-tuples of pointed spaces with F'^lA'J • • • |A,_,) =

0.
Proof. Compare [E-M]. Let A„ be the subgroup of F(\/aeSXa) generat-

ed by all subgroups

^ = Im(F(VyA-7)->F(yA-a))

where the map is induced by the natural inclusion of J E S for a finite subset

|/| = tj. We shall prove by induction on tj that

An= 2   bl=   2    fw (*,,!••-ft)
\L\<n k = \L\Kn

where L = {/,, . . ., lk] E S, k < n, and BL = Fk(X,j ■ • • \Xlk) is a natural

direct summand assigned to each such L. The statement is trivial for tj = 0

and assume it is true for integers less than tj + 1. First we note that An is a

direct summand of An+X. To see this one constructs for the natural inclusion

An'^> An+X a left inverse which is a projection p: An+x—*An: Since An

decomposes by induction into 0|L|<n BL and since F is compactly generated

it is enough to build a left inverse pL to BL E An c ^„+i for all L since ®pL

will be well defined (a E An+X =*pL(ot) =£ 0 for only finitely many L's).

So takepL to be the composition
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PL-An + X^F(\¿ X)^ F(XL)^FM(XL)

where F(XL) = F(X,n \J • • ■ V Xlk) and the last projection is well defined

by the inductive assumption since \L\ < n so that

F(XL) = F^(XL)®....

Clearly © L pL is a left inverse to the inclusion and we can conclude

An+x(Y) = An(Y)®Rn+x(Y),

where Rn +, is natural in Y. Now we can define

clef
BL = F»+x (AJ • ■ • |A4+i ) = Rn+X (A,, V • • V A4+, )

for |A| = n + 1. It is easy to see that if A ^ A' and |A| = |A'| = n + 1 then

BK n BK, = 0. Therefore

Rn+x(Y)=     0      **.
|X| = n+l

This completes the proof of the decomposition for ^4n+1 and thus the proof

of 1.3.

Let us now use 2.1 to prove 1.1. Let

TnY =        © F" (X, I • • • IA, ), (2.2)

{/r--/„}C»

where 77 takes the place of 5e in the lemma, and {/, • • • /„} runs over all the

subsets of 77 with precisely n elements.

Since it acts on Y ~ \Jge„Xg by permuting the summands, T"Y is a direct

summand of F( Y) as a Tr-module since it is clearly closed under the 77-action.

So F(Y) = (B™=xT"Yis a direct sum decomposition of 77-modules. Therefore

it is enough to show that T"Y is an induced TT-module for every n.

To see this it is enough to show that tt acts freely on the indexing set of the

direct sum decomposition (2.2). But tt acts freely on itself and since it is

torsion-free it also acts freely on the set of its finite subsets, as can easily be

seen.   Q.E.D.

3. Proof of 1.2. Our 1.2 above follows immediately from 1.1 and the

following algebraic lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let D be an induced tr-module where m is a free group. Then

n?,,/*/) = o.

The lemma is well known for a free module over a free group.

Proof. Let A <8>z B = A <8> B denote the tensor product over the integers

Z. We first make the following observation: If D = Ztt 0 M then IkD = Ik

® M. To see this observe that tensoring the short exact sequence

0^/^Ztt^Z^O

with D over tt preserve exactness since it is the same as tensoring with M over

Z, but the sequence splits over Z! (Alternatively Tor7(D, Z) = 0 for i > 0

compare [C-E].) Thus we get a short exact sequence
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0^>I®M^>D^>D®vZ^0

which means precisely that ID aa I ®n D aa / ® M. Now since for a free

group 77 all the powers of the augmentation ideal are free 7r-modules, they are

induced, so we can use the same equations as above to get by induction on tc:

Ik+XD = /(/* ® M) = I ®„ (Ik ® M)

a* (I ®7TIk)®MaaIk+x® M.

Thus one must show fl kIk ® M = 0. Ignoring the ^-structure of these

abelian groups we note that

0-* /*+1 -» /* -» ¡kfjk+l _^0

is a Z-split exact sequence of free abelian groups with C\ Ik = 0 (compare

[F]). This readily implies the result since if bk are chosen bases for the free

abelian groups /* with bk + x E bk we have

H   (IK ® M) = 0 (® m) = ® M
k ^ bk I b

where b = C\bk=0.
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